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Volume 1, Issue 2

Hello

and welcome to my zine:

Cavalier Attitude. As the masthead
says, this zine focuses on the Old
School Revival (OSR) in fantasy roleplaying, including OSRIC, BECMI,
1E and 2E gaming.
In this, our second issue we offer
some interesting fare. There is an
article I wrote about why one would
choose to play OSRIC, or any OSR
retro-clone, in a world of 5E and
D&D Next. The article discusses a
recent online controversy involving
OSRIC, which brought out some
folk’s misperceptions of Old School
community and what it and we
grognards have to offer the larger
gaming community as a whole.

This issue contains columns offering
the following: a roundup of the best
of role-playing’s social media posts
(mine and others); a showcase of Old
School art, by myself and others,
featured in my recently published
books; a group of six pre-generated

player characters; and an update on
my recently published books: this time
that includes SR2 The Anti-Paladin,
SO3

Wycked

Summons,

SO4

Wayward Maiden, and SCh1 The
Purloined Pachyderm!
Lastly, this issue features a new
column in which you will find an
exclusive one-page OSR adventure!
Louis “sirlou” Kahn
Editor
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